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Message from the PRESIDENT

AMDG

Dear Friends,

Pope Francis recently issued an apostolic letter. The title, “Rejoice and Be Glad”, is taken from the Easter responsorial, Psalm 118. In the Gospel for the Sixth Sunday of Easter, Jesus says to his disciples, "...that my joy may be in you and your joy might be complete." The clarion call of the Easter season is to slow down, be still, and listen to joy in our lives.

Our graduating seniors will soon be sent forth to bring the joy of the Gospel to the world. They are eager and apprehensive at the same time, but clearly ready and prepared. In a variety of events in recent weeks such as the Alumni/Senior Lunch and Baccalaureate Mass, various speakers and homilists invited our seniors to reflect on the joy of their Jesuit experience at U of D Jesuit. The speakers, whether students, alumni, or teachers, all spoke of the joy of their own Jesuit education. Their stories were powerful testimonies to the joy of the Gospel.

I see “joy being made” every day in the lives of our students. It fills me with joy! I saw it in the far reaches of the Upper Peninsula where our hockey teams ventured for their annual tournament in Calumet. Joy abounded in our guys on their band trip to Hawaii. Our students shared joy with the villagers of Papaturro in rural El Salvador last summer. The courtroom in Lansing lit up with joy when our Mock Trial Team learned it placed second in the state this year. I see joy all the time in sports, service work, and co-curriculars: friendships, teamwork, hard work, competing, winning, learning, striving, giving, serving.

A true joy for me was team teaching two classes in Ignatian Prayer and Spirituality this semester with Mr. John Stein, a candidate for the Society of Jesus. And, my greatest joy is celebrating Eucharist with our students, whether in Calumet, Hawaii, El Salvador, at a retreat, before a game, or gathered as the school community. Thank you, students of U of D Jesuit, for the joy that you give me.

All the best, with my prayers,

TED MUNZ SJ

THEODORE G. MUNZ, S.J.
President

MISSION STATEMENT

University of Detroit Jesuit High School and Academy is committed to providing the highest quality of Jesuit college preparatory education to young men in southeast Michigan. U of D Jesuit, in collaboration with parents, will challenge its students to go beyond academic excellence, to be reflective, to be committed to the service of personal faith and the promotion of justice: to be "Men for Others."
DEVELOPMENT

AMDG

Dear Friends,

It has been wonderful to be back at The High! These last few months have gone by quickly but much has been accomplished in that short time. I would like to first thank Tom Totte ’74 and the rest of the development staff for all of their hard work and dedication to U of D Jesuit over the past few years. They have continued to build upon the strong foundation that has been forming for over 140 years.

Going forward the development department will be looking for ways to further engage our alumni, parents (both current and former), and all of our friends. We have been traveling quite a bit lately; including Chicago, New York, both coasts of Florida, and Texas, connecting with hundreds of our benefactors. We look forward to reaching as many of you as we can. If you are ever near 8400 S. Cambridge please feel free to stop in for a tour!

This issue of Highlights will give you a glimpse into many activities that keep us linked to this great institution as well as the people who have tirelessly giving much of their time and talent to shaping our young men. Dan Hafner, who has taught at U of D for 50 years, is a prime example of this. To teach, mold, and serve for 50 years is an incredible feat in itself, let alone doing it all in one place! Thank you Dan for all you have done and continue to do for The High.

As alumni and friends, you should be assured that we continue to strengthen our mission and identity. We know that our success is based in large part on your continued generosity and we are grateful to each and every one of you for providing us the resources we need to give an excellent Jesuit experience to our future Cubs. Thank you for all that you do for The High!

If you would like to know how you can help support our Cubs, please contact me at david.gumbel@uofdjesuit.org or at 313.927.2347.

Go Cubs!

DAVE GUMBEL ‘00
Vice President for Institutional Advancement

P.S. – If you are interested in setting up a recurring gift please visit www.uofdjesuit.org/donatenow.
A Circle of Care Scholarship Changes Their Future and Yours Too!
David Gumbel ’00

How can I change a young man’s future?

How can I honor a loved one with a scholarship at The High?

The answer to these questions is to become a Circle of Care Scholarship sponsor. A sponsor makes a special commitment to fund a U of D Jesuit education. There are two possible Circle of Care Scholarship opportunities, “Annual” and “Endowed”.

The Annual Circle of Care Scholarship Program has these features:

• The sponsor is specifically assigned to the student during his four-years here. Sponsors will have the opportunity to meet the student and parents at the Annual Prayer Service and Dinner, usually held in early October. Also, there is communication three times during the year between the student and the sponsor. These letters allow you to follow the student during his days at the School.

• This is a sponsor-named scholarship. You may name the scholarship for yourself, or for another person(s) you wish to honor.

• The sponsor is matched with a student selected by the School’s Financial Aid Committee. You may provide general preferences for your assigned student (e.g. resides in the city of Detroit). We will do our best to accommodate your preference. Selected students must meet and maintain certain academic, financial, and discipline eligibility standards.

• For the upcoming academic year, the gift is a four-year pledge of $13,100 per year (a total of $52,400 over the four years). A four-year pledge ensures that the student will have tuition assistance during his years at The High. The tuition to educate a student is $13,100 for the upcoming academic year.

Several benefactors have taken an extra step and have endowed their Circle of Care Scholarship gift. The endowed gift allows them to link their legacy with that of U of D Jesuit in the form of a named scholarship. Their gift will fund in perpetuity the tuition for a student at The High. All the features of the Annual Circle of Care Scholarship also apply to the Endowed Circle of Care Scholarship. For the upcoming academic year, an Endowed Circle of Care Scholarship is a gift of $250,000. The gift may be paid over a period of five years.

If you are interested in hearing more about the Circle of Care Scholarship Program, please contact me at (313) 927-2347 or at david.gumbel@uofdjesuit.org.
2018-19 Alumni Events Calendar

July 16, 2018 - UDJ Golf Invitational (CCD)
October 14, 2018 - Golden Cubs Brunch
November 10, 2018 - Scholarship Auction

December 26, 2018 - 3-on-3 Alumni Basketball
December 27, 2018 - Alumni Hockey Game

We have online registration for most events. Event dates may be subject to change.
Call Jack Donnelly ’99, Director of Alumni Relations, at (313) 927-2304 or email alumni@uofdjesuit.org for more details.

We also encourage you to send any address changes, class memories, alumni death notices or life updates.

Letters policy:
All writers must provide their full name. Letters should be 150 words or less and are subject to editing for length, accuracy and clarity. Anonymous letters will not be considered. Letters, opinion pieces and articles submitted to Highlights may be published or distributed in print, electronic or other forms.

By E-mail:
Address the E-mail to Highlights@uofdjesuit.org Please put the letter in body of the E-mail.

By regular mail:
Highlights Editor
8400 S. Cambridge, Detroit, MI 48221

U of D Jesuit Administration
Contact Information
(313) 862-5400 • (800) 968-CUBS

Theodore G. Munz, S.J.
President - (313) 927-2354

Anthony Trudel
Principal - (313) 927-2331

David Gumbel ’00
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Patrick Donnelly
Director of Admissions - (313) 927-2309

Kathy Larabell-Renaud
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Joan McCray
Gift Processing Administrator - (313) 927-2328

Thomas O’Keefe ’64
Director of Planned Giving - (313) 927-2342

Kathleen Schutter
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Kathryn Szwewaj
Director of Development - (313) 927-2325
University of Detroit Jesuit High School & Academy is proud to announce that Matt Lewis will be its next head varsity football coach. Lewis will assume the reins of the 121st team for U of D Jesuit, with an emphasis on growing the program in the Jesuit tradition of caring for the formation of each player. He returns to the Detroit Catholic League after a two-year hiatus.

Lewis spent the previous two seasons as a teacher and assistant coach for Coach Joe Palka at Saline High School (Saline, MI). During that time, Saline won back-to-back SEC Championships, including an MHSAA District Championship in 2016. Aside from his coaching duties, Matt also coordinated college recruiting for the Hornets.

Prior to arriving at Saline, Lewis coached football at Warren De La Salle from 2009-2016. He served as Head Coach Paul Verska’s offensive coordinator from 2013-2016 and was also the associate head coach from 2014-2016. His tenure there included six playoff appearances, four MHSAA District championships, two MHSAA Regional Championships, a Detroit CHSL Central Division Championship in 2015 and a MHSAA Division 2 State Championship in 2014.

Lewis is a graduate and former quarterback of Warren De La Salle High School. He earned his Bachelor of Science in Physical Education from the University of Michigan. Lewis also served as a student assistant coach for the Wolverines under both Lloyd Carr and Rich Rodriguez, working primarily with defensive backs and also serving as an academic learning coordinator. The path to coaching and teaching didn’t take long.

“I graduated on a Friday from the University of Michigan and started teaching at De La Salle on a part time subbing basis the following Monday and I ended up staying there for seven years,” said Lewis.

“My dad coached me in all sports growing up, he was always around. He was always coaching; my grandpa was a coach and we come from a coaching family. When Paul Verska was hired my sophomore year at De La Salle, he hired my dad and he coached me two years at De La Salle. After I went to Michigan and came back to coach, my dad coached the defense and I coached the offense.”
When the search for a new head coach started, Athletic Director Nick Kocsis knew he had a huge task ahead of him. When asked about the process, he had great things to say about the search.

"From a candidate pool, when the search started, we had the strongest candidate pool that the school has ever seen, at least in my time here at U of D Jesuit," said Kocsis.

Nick Kocsis added, "We had over 40 applicants from a number of states. It was a tough process. Matt met the qualifications we were looking for. He's an educator first, he had the ability to bring a staff with him and he has a very strong football IQ."

Kocsis said that in order for this program to move forward, someone was needed that was a good community fit for U of D Jesuit and Coach Lewis checked all those boxes. He said that they weren't necessarily looking for an alumnus or someone from U of D Jesuit, but they had to understand the Mission of the school and what we're about would adopt our mission and fit into the school community. Kocsis commented that Lewis did a great job throughout the interview process and really conveyed his vision for our student athletes.

"We want these kids to have a great experience when they play. I think they are having an excuse not to play, I want to give them an excuse to play. My goal is to create an experience for these kids. I want them to look back on their time here and think 'that was the best time of my life.' They're going to have relationships with friends and coaches that will last a lifetime. I want to provide an experience, and I want that experience to make them come back after they graduate," said Lewis.

"If I had to describe Matt in one word, it would be 'dedicated.' He's a family man and committed to Catholic education. We talk about 'Mission,' and one of our Grad at Grads in 'Open to Growth' and they constantly need to be open to growth, and Matt is committed to that every day. I think Mission is a great word to describe what we're doing," said Kocsis.

"In Mission-driven schools, the Mission is important, but the Mission really comes to life when you have adults—teachers and coaches—who are on a mission," Kocsis added.

Welcome to The High, Coach Lewis!
Mock Trial Finishes Second in the State

Congrats to our Mock Trial Team for making it to the state championships. In tough competitions, the Cubs won all three trials! Representing the Cubs were Bishara Randolph, Ryan Kellett, Will Pederson, Reginald Galanto, Ryan Moore, Daniel Sawicky, Austin Raymond, Drew Basile, Rhasean Scales and Andrew Salazar. The team is coached by Kathleen Curran and David Bilson '92.

After the state championships, the Mock Trial team competed in the State Finals on Saturday, March 24th at the Veterans Memorial Courthouse in Lansing. U of D Jesuit had to argue different versions of their criminal case four times. The team won the first three rounds and came close in a final, grueling round. Overall, UDJ is the best Mock Trial Team in the State of Michigan, second only to Kalamazoo High School!

Students Take Service Learning Trip to Philippines

We are proud to announce the completion of our first Service-Learning trip to Davao City, Philippines. Twelve of our Cubs volunteered for Operation Care Abroad, a surgical mission serving the Southern Philippines Medical Center. They assisted in unpacking and sorting medical supplies, passing out toy donations to patients, and observing various surgical procedures. Students also toured a fish farm, observed a harvest and lent a helping hand with sorting milkfish, a staple in Filipino cuisine. A highlight of the trip was when the participants shadowed local Jesuit high school students at Ateneo de Davao. Thank you to all who helped make this trip possible for our participants, and our faculty chaperones; Amy Ong, Kyle Chandler, and Priscilla Oshikiri. You can see more about their journey on their Instagram page: @UofDPhilippineExperience.

U of D Jesuit Band Performs at Pearl Harbor

Michelle Linkous and Chris Charboneau of the music department took 60 music students to Hawaii over Easter Break to perform music, service and soak up a little sun!

They gave two performances on Friday. First at the U.S.S. Missouri in Pearl Harbor where they received an American flag that flew on the ship. They also performed for the Boys and Girls Club of Honolulu, where they also did service. Our guys were incredible working and hanging out with their students.

Some other highlights of the trip include visits to Diamond Head, Catamaran Cruise, Polynesian Cultural Center, where they attended a Luau and "Ha: Breath of Life" presentation. They also spent time on the beach near the hotel, had a private mass with Father Munz on their last day and toured several parts of the island of Oahu. The Cubs plan on making trips to Nashville in 2019 and Rome in 2020! The music program at U of D Jesuit continues to thrive.
Basketball Program Remains Competitive
The Cub basketball program continues to impress, as they took home their sixth straight Catholic League title. They defeated Detroit Renaissance on Renaissance’s home floor 55-41 on March 9th, to win their sixth district championship. The Cubs were also Detroit City Champions, winning the annual Operation Friendship game versus Detroit Edison (DEPSA) 68-63. The Cubs won their fifth straight Regional Championship over Detroit Martin Luther King 48-36 before losing to De La Salle in the state quarterfinals. The program continues to be one of the best in the state. The Academy ‘A’ basketball team also had success. They became back-to-back CYO City Champions in March. The Academy Cubs defeated Hold Family (Rochester) to bring home the title once again.

Athletic Director Nick Kocsis Named MIAAAA Athletic Director of the Year
Athletic Director Nick Kocsis was selected by the Michigan Interscholastic Athletic Administrators Association (MIAAA) Regional Athletic Director of the Year! Nick was honored formally with the award at the MIAAAA Annual Conference this past March in Traverse City.
**Inscape Named Nation's Best**

Inscape, U of D Jesuit’s annual literary-art magazine, has been nationally recognized twice this year for its 2017 issue. The National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE)’s Program to Recognize Excellence in Student Literary Magazines gave Inscape a ranking of “Excellent.” Inscape also earned the First Place with Special Merit award as part of the American Scholastic Press Association’s (APSA) annual contest and review. This recognition places last year’s publication of the magazine as one of the top 60 student magazines in the country for 2017. The ASPA also gave special awards to alumnus Nicholas Pez for Best Watercolor (“Granada”) and Best Artist for his many works in the issue.

The award-winning 2016-17 issue of the magazine was created by a staff of 33 students – led by senior editors Ryan Cullen, Maxim Denomme, Brendan Hogan, Ian Kennedy, and Matthew Lujan – and reflected a “Detroit” theme to coincide with the school’s 140th anniversary. The editorial staff is moderated by Mr. Alexander Davidson ’06.

**Pistons Star Andre Drummond Helps with 29th Annual Focus: Hope Drive**

The University of Detroit Jesuit High School and Academy, for the 29th year, held its annual Focus: HOPE Christmas Celebration. Over Christmas, the Cubs adopted 42 families to help spread the Holiday cheer in the form of gifts and food. The drive kicked off on Nov. 7, with each homeroom and department being asked to adopt a family in the Detroit community. In total, UDJ collected more than $16,000 to purchase gifts for the families.

**The Robocubs Have Successful 2018 Season**

They competed in two district competitions as well as the State Championship. During the build season that was a short six week duration, they finished their robot before “bag day” providing time to test mechanical functions as well as program autonomous modes. At the Southfield event after 12 qualification matches the team finished in 11th out of 40 teams with a win-loss record of 7-5. With the high ranking they were quickly chosen to join the Number 4 alliance as their first pick for the playoffs. They won both quarterfinals matches sending the team into a tough semifinal against the Number 1 alliance. Unfortunately they lost both semifinals but ended the event on a high note by winning the Innovation in Controls Award, sending the team into an elite group of teams that has won all five engineering awards! The season continued with the Milford event which was extremely competitive. The team finished the qualification matches in 15th place out of 40 teams with a win-loss record of 6-6. They were selected as the second pick of the Number 1 alliance for playoffs. As a member of the Number 1 alliance, they made it to the finals where they lost both matches due to mechanical issues of one of the alliance partners. The team finished the event as Finalists as well as winning the Entrepreneurship Award for the first time in team history! With two successful districts, the team finished 83rd in the state out of 508 teams and qualified for the State Championship. At the State Championship they finished in 28th position out of 40 teams in the DTE Division with a win-loss record of 4-8. Although they finished in the lower half of the division, the robot performed extremely well and the team is extremely proud of one of their best robots yet! To finish off the season they won the DTE Field State Championship Creativity Award for their unique approach to climbing during a match as well as lifting other robots. This award is a huge honor to win on the State Championship level. The team finished with a very successful season and is excited for next year!
I often speak with people who tell me that they don’t have the time to plan their estate. My response to them is that it may be easier and less time-consuming than you think. In just a one-hour meeting with an estate planning attorney—along with some preparation—you can be well on your way to having a legally sound will. First, contact an estate planning attorney. These legal specialists are experts in will planning. They understand how your decisions affect your estate and can guide you toward a path that will best meet your goals.

From Start to Finish
Here’s how you and your attorney will progress from nothing to something in just one hour.

- **What Are Your Goals?**
  In the beginning, expect to answer a lot of questions regarding your goals for your estate. For example: How do you want to provide for minor children? Do you want to give back to your community?

- **Assets and Liabilities**
  Discussing your assets and liabilities, as well as how they are titled, will help your attorney determine whether your current situation aligns with your estate goals.

- **Additional Considerations**
  You’ll discuss guardianship for minor children, an executor for your estate, medical considerations and other important issues.

- **Next Steps**
  Assuming the meeting goes as planned, at this point your attorney should have a good feel for your estate and be ready to draft your will. Once a draft is complete and agreed upon, you’ll meet again to execute the will.*

  *More complex estates or living trusts may require additional meetings and documentation.

Find the Right Estate Planning Attorney
Start by soliciting references from friends, relatives and co-workers. Talk to bankers, life insurance agents, accountants and financial planners. Your local bar association may have an online referral service. As you move forward, consider:

- Experience and references
- How fees are charged along with total cost estimate
- Professional accomplishments
- Percentage of work devoted to estate planning
- Alliances with professionals in related fields

Make the Most of Your Time
To maximize your meeting, be prepared to discuss the following:

- Background information (address, marital status, name of children, etc.)
- Assets and liabilities
- Guardians for minor children
- Executor for your estate
- Special considerations such as medical concerns or prenuptial agreements

Results – You will have a document that will provide you with peace of mind and spare your heirs much aggravation.

*For more information about making a planned gift to The High, contact Tom O’Keefe ’64 at (313) 927-2342 or at thomas.okeefe@uofdjesuit.org*
How has U of D Jesuit shaped you both personally and/or professionally?

More people than ever are chasing their dream of making it big as a “foodprenuer”. In recent years, culinary school enrollment has rapidly increased, while tuition rates and student loan debt has risen alongside it. The successful foodprenuer must continuously practice their craft to perfect their style, while also working hard to master the art of building a business.

I originally came to U of D Jesuit as a 7th grader, hungry for private school living and a new chance to talk to girls...they were at the open house, but little did I know, it was an all-boys school. I even started a candy selling operation out of my bookbag before I was introduced to JUG. I came to U of D Jesuit with no expectations and little idea of who I was and the type of person I wanted to be. What I gained was a sense of purpose, a brotherhood, and a deep rooted desire to give back to my communities. If it were not for U of D Jesuit, I can’t imagine where I’d be and while I was begging to be placed in a Co-ed setting after my first day in the academy, I know with certainty that attending the high has led to some of the strongest relationships to date I’ve had in my life.

What advice would you give someone at The High or anyone looking to start their own business?

Do not give up. All I wanted to do was make good food and share it with people that I felt would appreciate what I had to offer. What I ended up doing was everything else but. I started looking for options to help alleviate my workload and I couldn’t quite find the solution I was looking for. I knew I needed money though to put my newfound insight to work. I decided to work as a mortgage banker at Quicken Loans. The days were long and really tested my mental capacity. I would work 60-80 hour weeks at Quicken. I would then come home and put the rest of my time towards building out the structure of YumVillage. I sacrificed relationships, time...I was determined. With foodies always on the lookout for the next big thing and chefs always eager to provide a unique culinary experience, YumVillage looks forward to creating a platform that makes it easier for both sides to find each other and satisfy their desires. It’s been a journey to get to this point, but in the grand scheme of things, we’re only just beginning!
3. **Who had the biggest influence on you during your time at U of D Jesuit?**

I’m not sure if this counts or not, but I have to say that my biggest influences were my classmates. We were all thick as thieves even outside of the groups everyone at U of D Jesuit looked out for each other. I work very closely with Jason Gipson ’02 and whenever I talk about our realities today we always circle back to U of D Jesuit giving us the foundation to make change.

We had representation of culture, religion, different economic backgrounds, orientations and mindsets. What we got was a true working model for the United States of America...a mosaic based model recognizing the unique and individual qualities of each to create a bigger more beautiful picture. U of D Jesuit allowed us to be ourselves and the environment fostered by the high bridged the inroads toward that identity. We tend to force assimilation in America, which is fine. But it sure was cool to have a Staff and Faculty that guided acknowledgement of differences and pushed for collaborative thought.

4. **What is YumVillage?**

YumVillage is a West African and Caribbean food truck company that focuses on churning out menu items that are easy to eat on the go. Our real mission is to create inclusive food systems in Detroit. That means our staff is compensated properly, and our food is sourced sustainably. We catering and operate an event production and management company. We recently had the privilege to cater the 2nd Annual B.A.S.E. Alumni & Friends reunion on March 3rd, which was a cool experience. We also have a podcast called Refrigerator Diaries: Behind the Food. You can find us on Facebook or visit our website, www.yumvillage.com.
On Wednesday, April 25th, 300 alumni and graduating seniors attended the 31st annual Alumni-Senior Luncheon at the Detroit Athletic Club. Each year, we honor an Alumnus of the Year. In 2018, U of D Jesuit recognized Tim Dinan ’83. It was a great event. Jim Mulhern ’83 and John J. “JJ” Conway ’90 had a nice introduction for our guest of honor. Tim Dinan is an accomplished attorney and loyal Cub. Tim’s fellow Cubs requested that the transcript from his speech be put in our publication. The lessons and stories he told truly embody what it means to be a U of D Jesuit alumnus and Man for Others.

The Alumnus of the Year Award began in 1966 by the Alumni Association to recognize U of D Jesuit Alumni who have distinguished themselves in either their personal or professional lives while at the same time, continued to provide service to their community. To date, 136 men that have lived out the “Men for Others” mission have been honored with this award.
Tim Dinan ‘83 Alumnus of The Year Speech

"It's great to be in a room with so many friends and fellow alumni. Thank you to the U of D community for selecting me for this award. I am honored and humbled to be recognized by you.

What you have heard about me today is the product of many people helping me get to where I am today. My brothers from the class of 1983 with whom I grew up; My mom and my extended family who are all generous people who give so much to U of D and other great causes. Their example is the one I try to follow.

I owe so much to my wife Julie and our children, Tim (class of ’09), Mike (class of ’11) and Claire (Mercy class of ’14). Anything I have done personally or professionally comes with their support, sacrifice and blessing. Thank you and I love you.

To the Class of 2018: You are now part of a 141-year-old institution with over 15,000 alums living all over the world. We lead in professional excellence, business innovation, and service to our many constituencies. It’s through our Jesuit education and traditions that we make a positive impact on the world.

As a body, we are engaged with the world’s great events and institutions. You find our brothers in positions of politics, commerce, science and religion. Professionals, academics, business owners and leaders in every other pursuit you can think of. We serve on charity boards, feed the hungry, play Santa Claus for children who do not get a Christmas and offer our time and treasure in countless other ways.

We are a brotherhood joined our shared experience of academic rigor, spiritual and emotional growth, good and bad times, and yes, classrooms with no girls.

We are a community where membership carries benefits and responsibilities. We expect a lot from each other and give what we can.

I was lucky to be a 6-year man. Within a month of being in the Academy, I knew I had found my place. I felt a great sense of belonging to something special; to something better. It was the first time that I was appreciated for who I am. I met classmates and friends from all over and gained a broader perspective of Detroit. I learned how we were different and the same.

I owe so much to U of D. The academic discipline that was instilled in all of us allowed me to look smart for the first 3 semesters of college without much effort. U of D gave me the tools to think critically and to accept nothing on its face, a skill sorely lacking today in a society filled with fake news and false headlines.

U of D gave me the support when I needed it the most. When I was in 8th grade, my dad died. He was only 41. He had been sick for a while. I don’t think I appreciated just how sick he was.

About a month before he passed away, Fr. Frank Canfield took me out of a history class and said we were going to have a mass for my dad. I assumed it would be next Sunday’s mass where he would be mentioned in the prayers of intention. He said, no, we are going to do it now.

Our student chapel was in a small, dimly lit room on the 2nd floor. I had never served mass as an altar boy, so I clumsily helped mumbling parts of the mass I could not remember. There was a certain intimacy about directing the mass to my dad I had never experienced in church. Truth be told, a mass was not a moment when I usually connected with anything except the stopwatch running in my head counting down the minutes and seconds until we would be done.

As I followed along with Fr. Canfield at the altar, I was just amazed that anyone knew or cared that much to ask about my dad much less take the time to say a mass for him.
Alumnus of the Year: Tim Dinan ’83

That mass, that 22 minutes of time, gave me a moment of hope; a moment of solace as we prayed for him. I never forgot how my friends, teachers and the Jesuit community were there for us when he passed. I never forgot how Fr. Frank recognized the priority of my spiritual well-being... how U of D knew what I needed that day.

Since graduating, being a Man for Others is easy when it comes to the High. U of D has always accepted me for who I am and accepted what I had to give. It has never felt like work to me. It’s just like being at home.

All the alums here today and alums all over the world are excited for your journey from high school grad to new alum. After all, you are only in high school for four years, but you are an alum for the rest of your life.

We know you are academically well prepared. Wherever you go from here, you can trust you have the tools you need to make choices and set your own priorities. You’ll find that college will refine your thinking, not teach how to think. You already know how to do that.

If you move away from Detroit, you will find your brothers in Chicago, LA, Atlanta, Kalamazoo, Escanaba, or wherever the world takes you. You’ll be surprised who you may meet and what they can share with you.

As the old saying goes, free advice is worth the paper it’s written on. Rather than advise you, I will share a few things I believe every graduate of the High has learned:

1. Find a professional pursuit that engages you and makes you happy; Not in a Disney Channel kind of way, but something that satisfies your need for a challenge, something that taps into your intellect and creativity, something that satisfies you at the end of the day as you look back on it. Fair warning: it may take a while to discover just what that is.

2. Do not live someone else’s dream. If you want to be a lawyer, be a lawyer. If you want to teach, teach. Do not assume something can’t be done just because someone else said so. Do not let someone else’s fear stop you.

3. The real learning in all of life comes through some form of struggle. Think about it: the best lessons you have learned, your highest achievements and greatest rewards have come through work and struggle. Embrace it as you move forward.

4. Find a community to share your talents: Whatever you have to give as an athlete, scholar, artist or just someone who cares, make sure to share that gift. It goes farther that way and pays great returns.

5. Support underdogs: I have always been a fan of underdogs. My own career has been built on representing underdogs and sometimes prevailing even when the odds were against us. Underdogs do well because they try harder and step up with the knowledge they might not win. And when you do win, it is a lot more fun.

I’ll leave you with my favorite quote from one of our lesser known presidents, Calvin Coolidge. Silent Cal was the antithesis of the Jazz Age; taciturn and reserved, he valued action over words. His motto was:

“Nothing in this world can take the place of persistence. Talent will not; nothing is more common than unsuccessful men with talent. Genius will not; unrewarded genius is almost a proverb. Education will not; the world is full of educated derelicts. Persistence and determination alone are omnipotent. The slogan ‘Press On!’ has solved and will always solve the problems of the human race.”

Gentlemen, I hope you enjoy your graduation, your summer and that you start a great adventure as you go off into the world.

Thank you.”
2018 Alumni-Senior Luncheon
Col. Samuel Ursini ’51 (USAF, Ret.) was inducted into the Michigan Aviation Hall of Fame. Col. Ursini is a decorated Air Force Pilot that has flown in more than twenty different types of aircrafts.

Jerry Moore ’53 was a hurdler during his time at U of D High and his legacy will continue with his three cross country/track running grandsons, Sean ’21, Ethan ’23 and Ryan ’19.

Class of 1960 continues to get together in various locations around the country for mini-reunions. They were together in late January in Farmington Hills and from early February party in Fort Myers, FL. The Florida pictures (from left) are: Don Sutkiewicz ’60, Bob Leadbetter ’60, Dennis Hafeli ’60, Bill Goodman ’60, George Keith ’60 (seated), Dan Stock ’60, Ted Zakrzewski ’60, and Joe Rygiel ’60 (seated). Jim Zurawski ’60 was also in attendance.

Butch Hollowell ’77 joined the Miller Law Firm as a managing partner. For the last four years, Butch served as the city of Detroit’s corporation counsel.

David C. Sarnacki ’78 has published “Cry, Smile, Wonder,” poems about our collective joys and struggles of being human. It is available on Amazon.com.

Jerome Vaughn ’83 elected to Michigan Journalism all of Fame. Jerome is a radio news director at WDET 101.9. He was inducted to the Hall of Fame in April.

Tyehimba Jess ’84 spoke to the students and faculty in February. Mr. Jess did readings of his poems and sonnets from his book ‘Olio,’ his Pulitzer Prize-winning book of his ambitious manipulations of poetic forms that examines the lives of Post Civil War African American figures.

Dave Siemion ’98 and his wife Genevieve welcomed a daughter, Julie Marie, on January 3, 2018.
John Pacini ‘98 and his wife Christina welcomed a baby in January, William “Will” Henry Pacini. They are living in Richmond, CA.

Adam Widlak ’00 and his wife Kristin welcomed their first child, Theodore John Widlak. Born in Chicago on October 14, 2017, weighing 9 lbs. and measuring 20.5 inches.

Andrew Cheff ‘02 and his wife Emily welcomed a daughter, Abigail, in February.

John Cahalan ‘04 is running for Wayne County Circuit Court Judge. John was recently engaged and is currently an attorney at Plunkett Cooney. You can visit his website: www.cahalanforjudge.com.

Connor Barwin ‘05 climbed Mt. Kilimanjaro in Tanzania with fellow NFL players to raise money for clean water in Tanzania. Connor continues to make an impact off the field with his foundation, MTWB (Make The World Better).

Paul Castelli ’05 and his wife Mechelle are overjoyed to announce the birth of their daughter, Aria Rose Sieglitz Castelli. She was born on Wednesday, May 9, 2018 weighing 7 lbs 15 oz.

Aghogho Edevbie ‘05 is running for public office in the Michigan House of Representatives. Aghogho was most recently Assistant Corporation Counsel for Wayne County.

Alex Hayner ‘05 and his wife Laura welcomed their first child to the world. Charlotte Patricia Hayner was born on September 9, 2017, in Charlotte, North Carolina.

Christopher Wilson ’05 and his wife Rachel welcomed their second child, Benjamin, in late January. Chris and Rachel live in Los Angeles.

Matt Benedetto ’06 was married to Sarah Nelson on December 9, 2017 in Chicago. Cubs attending included Best Man Joe Benedetto ’11 and friends Billy Ward ’06, Rory Fox ’06, Brendan Marley ’06, Cary Piligian ’06, Luke Nemes ’06, Louis Turner ’06, Jamie Delaney ’06, Evan Votor ’06, Jimmy Amine ’06, Will Boton ’06, Pat Desmond ’06, Jack Malone ’06, Bud McCourt ’06 and Joe Cornillie ‘75 as well as cousins Brad ‘14, Nick ‘16 and David Benedetto ’20.

Alexander Biebuyck ’06 married Erin Dukatz (Marian ’08) on September 16th at St. Hugo of the Hills. Fr. James Grau ’04 was the officiant. The wedding party included fellow Cubs Alexander Davidson ’06, David Grau ’06, Connor McGaffey ’06, and Best Man Andrew Biebuyck (OLSM ’08).
Alumni News

Eric Gillette ’06 married Rachel Vurpillat on May 26, 2016 in Costa Rica.

Mac Olson ’08 married Currie Burich, in January. Mac and Currie are currently living in Chicago.

Brendan Rooney ’08 and Alexandria Fife were married on October 21, 2017 at St. Mary’s Catholic Church in Alexandria, VA. Several Cubs were in attendance. Brendan resides in Alexandria, VA.

Michael Wallace ’14 is a Midshipman First Class at the United States Naval Academy and was recently named a Scharzman Scholar. Michael will spend a year immersed in the international community and study the geopolitical landscape of the 21st century. This program recognizes those whom are the global leaders of tomorrow.

Have news or a life update?
Welcoming a child or getting married?
Email us: highlights@uofdjesuit.org and let us know!
In Memoriam
The U of D Jesuit community joins in prayerful remembrance of those alumni who have passed away as of May 13, 2018. May the souls of the faithful departed rest in peace. Eternal rest grant unto them, Lord, and let perpetual light shine upon them.

Robert E. LaJoie ’42
October 27, 2017 in Sarasota, FL. Beloved husband of Iris. Loving father of Kate LaJoie and Robert (Pauline) LaJoie II. Step-father of Stacey (Mark) Levy and Jody Kaufman. Grandfather of Julie (Douglas) Bauman, Jourdan (John) and Joshua. Great-grandfather of Annie, Lily and Betsy. Brother of the late Jean Fisher, the late Rosemary Joliat, and the late Dr. Louis LaJoie. Also survived by several nieces and nephews. Mr. LaJoie generously made a planned gift from his estate to U of D Jesuit.

Hon. Robert J. Colombo ’45
May 19, 2017. He is predeceased by his late wife Carol. He is survived by Judge Robert J. Colombo Jr., William Colombo and Kathleen Cameron. He was 89 years of age.

Joseph R. Mikula ’45
Dec. 30, 2017, at Orchard Grove Health Campus in Romeo. He was 89. He earned a doctor of dentistry degree from the University of Detroit. He practiced dentistry in the Detroit area more than 40 years. A captain in the U.S. Army, Mickey enjoyed playing tennis and golf and cheering on the Michigan State University Spartans football and basketball teams. He is survived by his daughters, Karen Gasior and Pamela Bambrick; son, Kevin Mikula; grandchildren, Megan, Nick, Jennifer, Zak, Kassidy and Cameron and great-grandchildren, Nora, Scarlett and Harper. He also is survived by his sister, Jeanette Darcey. He was predeceased by his sister, Lillian Szymanski.

F. Arthur Byington ’45
Thursday, November 9, 2017. He was a resident of Michigan at the time of passing.

Edward W. Snyder ’45
September 9, 2017 in Tucson, AZ.
Our Prayers & Condolences

Clarence A. “Jack” Brinkman ‘47
April 7, 2018 surrounded by his loving family. A love for the Jesuits was enkindled, which led him to study and pray for two years in a Canadian seminary after high school, while discerning a vocation to the priesthood. Jack the University of Detroit college where he earned a Bachelor’s degree in Philosophy. During his time at U of D he participated in the Air Force ROTC program, and met his future wife, JoAnn Greene. The couple married June 11, 1955, at Sts. Peter and Paul Jesuit Catholic Church in Detroit. Soon after, they moved to Selma, Alabama for Jack to serve in the Air Force, and to start their family. Upon retiring from the Air Force, the family moved back to Michigan and finally settled in Bloomfield Hills. Jack then set forth to create a solid insurance and investment business that he ran until this year when he was physically unable to continue. Practicing his faith was an integral and extensive aspect of Jack’s life. He was an active member of Holy Name and St. Hugo Catholic parishes where he and JoAnn attended daily Mass. Jack’s hobbies included running, tennis, golf, and sailing, as well as being an avid reader always wanting to learn more. Jack will always be remembered as an incredibly hard-working, vibrant man who was a devoted husband, father, grandfather, great-grandfather and friend. Jack was the beloved husband of the late JoAnn, whom preceded him in death by a mere three months, for 62 years. He was the loving father of Julie Barile (John), Alicia Brinkman, Therese Smith, Carmel Bartosik (Jan), Georgine Walker (Ed), Hans Brinkman, and Katherine Wygant (Shannon). Devoted grandfather of the late JoAnna Barile, Conor and Nicole Smith, Ian and Jude Miller, Blaise and Bridget Bartosik, Ryan Stonier, Jake, Luke and Max Walker, and Victoria, Hannah, Chase, Dominic and Augustine Wygant, and three great-grandchildren.

Pierre H. Gagnier ‘47
November 13, 2017 in Rochester, MI. Beloved husband of 61 years to his surviving wife Patricia Yott Gagnier. Loving father to his eight children, Pierre H. Gagnier (Nancy) of Maplewood, NJ., Suzanne H. Bertrand of Milford, MI., Joseph M. Gagnier-Dallape (Scott Cantrell) of Hartland, MI., William A. Gagnier (Diane) of Bloomfield Hills, MI., Gabrielle Gagnier (Haidar Belushi) of Ann Arbor, MI., John F. Gagnier (Nadia) of New York City, NY., and James M. Gagnier (Torrey) of Grosse Pointe Farms, MI. Cherished grandfather to 20 grandchildren, predeceased by Michael Bertrand and Andrew Gagnier. He is survived by his younger sister Suzanne Luberto of Westland, Michigan and predeceased by his older siblings Frank Gagnier and Antoinette Gagnier. He retired from Chrysler Corporation in 1991 where he held several positions during a distinguished 30+ year career. The family will miss our father’s passion for cooking, painting and donating his time to helping others.

Joseph C. Dwyer ‘47
April 14, 2018 in Farmington Hills. Surviving Joe is his beloved wife of 66 years, Rosemary; cherished children, Patrick Dwyer, Jim Dwyer, Mike Dwyer, Kathy (Jonathan) Ball and Frank Dwyer; sisters, Mary Claire (Bill Sr.) Anhut and Carol Ward; twelve grandchildren and seven great grandchildren; and many nieces and nephews. Sadly, Joe is preceded in death by his daughter-in-law, Christine Dwyer; and sister, June Ray. Joe was a pioneer import car dealer in Metro Detroit. He established his business, Joe Dwyer Imports, Inc., in 1959. His sons became partners in the business, which was renamed Dwyer and Sons Imported Cars, until 2015. Joe will be remembered as a successful businessman, beloved husband, father, grandfather, friend and mentor to many.
William D. Brusstar ’48
June 14, 2017 in Rochester Hills, MI.
Loving husband of Suzanne for 59 years. Dear father of John (Molly),
Greg (Christine), Dan (Kathy), Mary
Beatrice, Tom (Susan), Matt (Andrea)
and the late Chuck Brusstar. Cherished
grandfather of Jim (Sarah), David,
Rachel, Ellen, Joseph, Suzanne, Mary,
Sam, Adam, Luke and the late Peter.
Brother of Mary Ellen (Frank) Krohn.
William retired from General Motors
as an Attorney and was in the US Army
JAG Corps.

Robert J. Schreiner ’48
January 9, 2018. Robert was a resident
of Michigan at the time of passing.
He graduated from the University of
Marquette, his medical degree at the
University of Ottawa, became an ObGyn,
then later sought additional training as
an Anesthesiologist at Sinai Hospital, in
Critical Care at Northwestern University,
and ran a private anesthesia practice in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Conrad L. Janus ’49
February 5, 2018 in Columbia, MD.
Conrad was a longtime resident of
Laurel, MD from 1969 to 2014. During
that time he was a very active member
of St. Nicholas Church and the Knights
of Columbus. He was a veteran of the
United States Navy. He retired from from
the U.S. Army Audit agency after 30 years
of civil service. He continued to work as
an auditor for the Washington Hospital
Center before finally retiring in 1996.
He enjoyed photography, playing poker,
traveling, volunteering, charitable work,
and making people laugh. He is survived
by his children Jennifer and Chris and his
grandchildren Noah, Shayna, Natalia and
Ryen. He was preceded in death by his
wife, Phyllis Ann Janus, in 2012 and his
brother, Marvin, in 2004.

William S. Molnar ’49
April 16, 2018 surrounded by his
wife and two daughters. Bill is a
proud graduate Detroit Mercy. He
lived his life by the U of D motto
“Men for Others”. That was a phrase
he used throughout his life and was
apparent by his actions. He had a
great love for the Jesuits and their
teachings. Bill strongly supported
his alma mater through his generous
gifts and sponsorships. Bill was
proud to serve his country and was
a Veteran of the U.S. Navy, serving
during the Korean War Era. His faith
was an integral part of his life and he
included God in every aspect of it. He
was an active member of Holy Name
Church where he and his wife Marie
attended regular mass. Bill was also
a philanthropist. Together with his
wife Marie they created the William
and Marie Molnar Foundation to help
fund many Catholic organizations.
Bill and Marie were actively involved
at Manresa Jesuit Retreat Center,
The Father Solanus Center and
The Capuchin Soup Kitchen among
many others organizations. Bill has
been an accomplished inventor and
entrepreneur throughout his life. He
invented and patented numerous
products. In 1987, he started SlipNOT
Metal Safety Flooring. SlipNOT
is a Detroit based company that
manufactures slip resistant metal
flooring products that are designed
to increase safety and decrease your
risk exposure. Both his daughters are
actively involved in the business and
have been for over a decade. He lived
and breathed SlipNOT until the very
end. His company was a sponsor of
the UDJ Robotics Team. Bill was the
beloved husband of Marie (nee Cain)
for 48 years. Loving father of Monique
J. Molnar (Brian Bates) and Christi
na Molnar Metrose (Sean). Cherished
grandfather of Miles, Matthew,
Austin and Quinn. Brother of Charles
J. (Diane) and the late Margaret
Convissor (the late Larry). Also, many
nieces and nephews. Tributes can be
made to U of D Jesuit High School.
Clarence J. Beaudoin ’51
April 13, 2017.

John A. Ferrari ’51
December 30, 2017. Beloved husband of Joan for 60 years. Loving father of Brian, Steve (Berni), Carol (Murray White) and the late Lisa Morelli and Mark. Cherished grandfather of A.J., Emma, Sophie and Elena. Brother of Edward (Janet) and the late Lucy. Son of Luigia and Henry who came to America from Italy. John put himself through school at University of Detroit and graduated to become a chemical engineer. He subsequently went on to work at Uniroyal, 3M and Ford Motor Company for over 30 years. John obtained his own builder’s license and built a beautiful house on Elk Lake where he retired with Joan in 1992. While retired, John volunteered with Habitat for Humanity and was the main contractor for six houses built in Antrim county. John was very active in the Catholic church. He also enjoyed fishing, swimming, golfing, playing bridge, spending time with grandkids and riding his bike through gorgeous Northern Michigan. Memorial tributes can be made to University of Detroit Jesuit High School and Academy.

Ronald P. Marion ’52
October 12, 2017 age 82. Beloved husband of Maureen. Loving father of Michelle (Bill) Wagner, Greg (Melinda) Marion, Mary (John) McGarry, John (Elaine) Marion, and the late step-son Owen Bush. Proud grandfather of Six. Dear brother of Judy (Rich) Dugger, and the late Josephine (Gerald) Eady. Also survived by many nieces and nephews. Ronald was a proud member of the Knights of Columbus and the Model A restoration club. He was also a lifetime member of the Michigan Dental Association.

Robert E. Ryan ’52
October 13, 2017. He was a resident of La Canada Flintridge, California. His wife, Katherine, predeceased him in December 2016. He was retired from Jet Propulsion Laboratory where he was Mission Manager of Stardust, which from 1999 to 2006, successfully captured samples of cosmic dust and returned them to earth. He is survived by four children and nine grandchildren.
Edwards V. Cardinal ’53
November 17, 2014 in Surprise, AZ.

Paul G. Ville/ Monte ’52
March 17, 2018 in Palm Coast, FL. Paul is survived by his wife Lorraine.

Charles Sweeney ’53
Wednesday, March 28, 2018. Charles was a resident of Michigan at the time of passing. A memorial service will be held at a later date this summer.

Don F. Egerer ’54

Daniel R. Chevrier ’53
July 10, 2016 in Lake Orion. Loving husband of Helen; dear father of Ronald (Jill), Robert (Suzanne), Richard and Sandra (Scott) Klein; and beloved grandfather of Kristin, Justin, Jennifer, Jonathon and Isabella. He is also survived by his siblings, Kenneth (Carole) and Janet (Fred) Fritz. Mr. Chevrier was retired from Michigan Bell Telephone Company. He was also a member of St. Joseph Catholic Church and American Legion Post # 233.

Robert A. Karczewski ’53
January 15, 2018 at his residence in McLean, VA. Survived by his wife of 54 years, Margaret Leonard Karczewski; his daughters, Mary Karczewski Zeman (Robert A.) and Julia Margaret Karczewski; his sister, Adele Wojtkowski; and his granddaughter, Kayleigh Grace Zeman. Robert was in service to the Central Intelligence Agency for 30 years, retiring as a GS-15, and a Veteran of the United States Air Force 1960-1964. He was a member of Holy Transfiguration Church. Robert was a graduate of Michigan State University with a degree in language and literature. He graduated from the Army Language School in California and was a member and past president of the Centreville Lions Club and the PLAV.

James F. Johnson ’54
February 17, 2018. Survived by his cousin Kenneth Johnson and his sister Katherine Bradley.

Don F. Egerer ’54

Daniel R. Chevrier ’53
July 10, 2016 in Lake Orion. Loving husband of Helen; dear father of Ronald (Jill), Robert (Suzanne), Richard and Sandra (Scott) Klein; and beloved grandfather of Kristin, Justin, Jennifer, Jonathon and Isabella. He is also survived by his siblings, Kenneth (Carole) and Janet (Fred) Fritz. Mr. Chevrier was retired from Michigan Bell Telephone Company. He was also a member of St. Joseph Catholic Church and American Legion Post # 233.

Robert A. Karczewski ’53
January 15, 2018 at his residence in McLean, VA. Survived by his wife of 54 years, Margaret Leonard Karczewski; his daughters, Mary Karczewski Zeman (Robert A.) and Julia Margaret Karczewski; his sister, Adele Wojtkowski; and his granddaughter, Kayleigh Grace Zeman. Robert was in service to the Central Intelligence Agency for 30 years, retiring as a GS-15, and a Veteran of the United States Air Force 1960-1964. He was a member of Holy Transfiguration Church. Robert was a graduate of Michigan State University with a degree in language and literature. He graduated from the Army Language School in California and was a member and past president of the Centreville Lions Club and the PLAV.

James F. Johnson ’54
February 17, 2018. Survived by his cousin Kenneth Johnson and his sister Katherine Bradley.

Daniel B. Kachnowski ’54
March 1, 2018 in Livonia. Daniel is survived by his Wife: Rose Marie. Children: Brian, Leslie, Kristin(RJ), John(Kristin), Julie, Steven(Kelly). Grandchildren: Jane, Grace, Adrian, Ryan, Ava. Advocate of higher education and promoter of the arts. He earned his Master's degree from University of Detroit, Specialist in Education from Eastern Michigan University. Shared his knowledge, talents and love of history as a teacher, administrator and baseball coach at several schools including DeLaSalle Collegiate, Livonia Public Schools, Austin Prep, Mercy College and Madonna University. A dedicated and active member, as well as former president, of many organizations. Hobbies and activities included golf, fishing, going up north, enjoying fine wine and tasting bourbon, reading, puzzles, playing cards with his grandkids, spoiling his grand pups, hosting parties darn near every week of the year and the fantastic Family Pizza nights. A snappy dresser and well-known for his snazzy Pangborn ties, quick-witted, his door was always open for lively conversation and a glass of port.
Donald A. Pollard ’55
August 5th 2017 in Donaghmore Farmhouse, Ireland. Much loved husband and soulmate of his wife Joy (Larkcom), cherished father of Brendan and Kirsten, grandfather of Irie, Jamila, Bijou, William and Lucinda, brother of Patrick, Anne and the late Johnny and Nicholas. Very sadly missed by his wife, family, in law’s, nephews, nieces, relatives, neighbors and friends in Ireland and overseas.

Stephen G. Granzow ’55
January 30, 2017 Age 79. Beloved husband of Judith. Dear father of Heidi (Kevin) Cavanagh, Stacy (Nicholas) Barkulis, Stephanie Granzow, and Christopher (Julie) Granzow. Proud grandfather of Timothy, Alexander, Brendan, Aubrey. He is also remembered by his loyal four-legged companions Moxie, Matty, Spanky, Sassy, Claire, Smitty, Gracie, and Frannie. Steve and Judy were transferred back and forth to Indiana and Michigan with Chrysler. They finally resided in Shelby Township, Michigan to raise their children and have wonderful memories of the “Neighborhood Gang.” Stephen had a fulfilling career in Marketing at Chrysler and Mopar. He retired from the company with great memories of his colleagues over the years. Golden Years. Stephen and Judy devoted their later years as doting Grandparents to their baby dumplings; Timothy, Alexander, Brendan, and Aubrey. “Papa” loved to share his life long passion of fishing with his family and close friends. Those closest to Stephen will forever hold in highest regard his attention to detail. His duties were the “talk of the town”, including but not limited to: endless “list” making, organizing and consolidating one’s trash, mastering lawn, leaf, and stick pickup pristine procedures. Stephen will be cherished and always remembered for being a devoted and loving provider to his family.

Patrick D. Heenan ’56
April 19, 2018 in Lenoir City, TN. He leaves his wife who he was united in marriage on December 23, 2006, Sharron Heenan of Lenoir City; children, Kevin Heenan and wife, Laura of Delaware, Tracey Heenan of Burlington, Vermont, Colleen and husband, Ed Cain, of Bedford, Massachusetts, and Patrick Heenan and wife, Terri of Colleyville, Texas; seven grandchildren; three sisters and one brother, Sally Bernard, Mike and Brenda Heenan, Betty Ann and Pat Callanan and Katy and Dr. Mike McKenzie all of Michigan; many nephews, nieces and cousins scattered over several states. Patrick played football for the Washington Redskins, 1960 and 1961 and was the Washington Redskins Alumni President in 1985 in Washington, DC. He was also inducted into the Southern Slow Pitch Hall of Fame in 1980. Patrick was an all-around athlete. He loved to play golf and played with his many friends over many years. Patrick spent thirty five years in the optical business as an outside sales person, Bausch and Lomb, Washington, DC twenty years and Homer Optical in Silver Spring, Maryland fifteen years, retiring in 1997. He served in the National Guard active duty in Fort Jackson, South Carolina with an Honorable Discharge. Patrick was an active member of the Father John Savoca Council #12633 Knights of Columbus serving the parish of St, Thomas the Apostle Church in Lenoir City, Tennessee.

Robert J. Rowland ’56
March 12, 2018 in East China Township, MI. Bob proudly served in the U.S. Army and was a graduate of University of Detroit Mercy. He was an avid golfer and longtime member of the St. Clair Golf Club. Bob was also a former member of the St. Clair Lions Club and St. Mary’s Church, where he enjoyed volunteering in community events. He was also a loyal member of the St. Clair McDonald’s Coffee Crew. On November 9, 1984 Bob married Carol Fletcher. He is survived by his wife of 33 years, Carol Rowland; children, Karyn (Mike) Alley, Mac (Lisa) Rowland, Allison (Brian) Veine, Carrie (Don) Fletcher/Wiest, Karen (Tim) Oleaga and Erin Rowland (Jeff Naz); a brother, Scott (Marty) Custer; 12 grandchildren and 8 great grandchildren. He was predeceased by a brother, Randy Rowland.
Harley D. Hancock ’58
October 18, 2016 surrounded by his family. He received his Bachelor’s of Science in Business Administration in 1964 from Eastern Michigan University. He was a member of the Delta Sigma Pi Fraternity. Harley enjoyed a successful career in the computer software business. He opened up his own company, Input systems Inc. in Paramount, CA. In his spare time, he loved rebuilding his airplane at the Long Beach airport and talking to family about classic car shows and was always trying to remodel something or find new projects. Harley is survived by his wife of 38 years, Carol Jean. He is also survived by his stepson, Jeffrey Fanning and his wife Gloria; by his two sons Christopher and his wife Erin; his youngest son, Eric and his wife Rezi. He is also survived by his older brother Thomas and his wife Marilyn and three grandchildren.

Gerald J. Fitzgerald ’57
November 9, 2017 in Pinehurst, NC. Gerry and his wife, Patricia Thornton Fitzgerald, moved from Birmingham, Mich., to Moore County in 1985. The couple worked as a sales team representing several North Carolina suppliers of industrial goods. In retirement, Gerry worked at local golf courses, enjoying particularly the US Kids Golf Tournament. An avid golfer, hunter, and fisherman, he never met a stranger who wasn’t a potential friend. Gerry’s purpose was to serve others. He shared such joy with his Emmanuel Episcopal Church family, especially with those in need of a laugh and a bit of humor in their lives. His favorite club was the “Panera Pals,” who meet every morning to share stories and greet new friends. He is survived by Patricia, his wife of 34 years, and his children: Patrick, Daniel, Joseph Fitzgerald, and daughters Colleen Fitzgerald Monaghan, Molly Fitzgerald Leggett, and Maureen Fitzgerald; and eight grandchildren.

Eugene Tasky ’58
August 21, 2017. He was married to his wife Karen for 47 wonderful years. Eugene served his country in Vietnam and was a value to his community in many ways. Eugene loved music and reading and worked at Chrysler until his retirement in 2001. He is survived by his wife Karen, three wonderful children and a grandchild.

Barney J. Tatomir ’58
April 29, 2017. Barney is preceded by his parents, Barney S. Tatomir & Margaret A. Tatomir, & his wife, Patricia Tatomir. Barney is survived by his children Sarah and Michael, his siblings Mary Lynn, David and wife Susan, and Lisa and husband Jay, as well as several nieces, nephews, and cousins.

Al C. Milley ’57
Passed away on Monday, April 23, 2018. He is survived by Sheila Fallon. This was reported by his friend, John Morad ’57.

Frank E. Quinn ’57
Shelby Twp. - “Bicycle Frank”, age 79 formally of St. Clair Shores, Michigan, died April 14, 2018. Frank is the loving brother to the late John Quinn and is the dear brother in law of Nancy Quinn. He is the dearest uncle of Mary and Patrick Quinn. Frank is the cherished and loving friend of Theresa Bernat, Jessica (Todd) Ludeman, Zarek Ludeman, Jacquelyn (Adam) Fliehman, Vinny and Maryjane Fliehman, Jenni and Jaimee Bernat.
Neil C. Williston ’58
September 15, 2016 at the age of 76. Beloved husband of Pamela. Loving father of Jaime Williston, Matthew Williston, and the late Joshua Williston. Proud grandfather of Jayden, Ally, and Jameson. Also survived by many nieces, nephews, and cousins. Neil was the co-founder and coach of Waterford Lacrosse.

Donald T. Carroll ’59
January 20, 2018 in Fairview, TX. He graduated from the University of Detroit in 1964. Don and Patricia Kaifesh were married on August 29, 1964 and recently celebrated their 53rd anniversary. After graduating from the University of Detroit, Don worked for 3M in Chicago, Illinois. He worked at 3M for one year before taking a teaching job at a parochial school where he taught math and English. A few years later, Don found his calling in sales as an insurance agent. He was a career insurance salesman for 34 years, achieving success in having his own sales office in Richardson. Upon his retirement in 2002, Don and Pat built a home in Fairview. He was a consummate do-it-yourselfer and completed all of the finish work throughout the house. Don painted the house, laid the tile flooring, installed cabinets and the floor and ceiling trim work. After completing his and Pat’s dream home, Don became an avid golfer and loved traveling to play golf throughout the United States. Don and Pat enjoyed traveling together to their favorite destinations, Florida and Palm Springs, California, many times each year. When not golfing, his favorite pastime was resting on his back porch with a newspaper or magazine and listening to music. He loved teaching and enjoyed every opportunity to challenge his grandchildren with math games and logic puzzles. Don is survived by his loving wife, Patricia, and two sons, David Carroll and his wife, Jennifer, of Lucas, Texas and Michael Carroll and his wife, Kristin, of Cypress, Texas; four grandchildren, Kaitlin, Ian, Jacklyn and Kelsey Carroll; brother Bob Carroll and fiancé, Linda, of Allen, Texas, and brother Tom and his wife, Marie, of Detroit, Michigan and several nieces and nephews.

Peter D. Jason ’59
November 17, 2017 in Naples, FL. He was preceded in death by his parents; brother, Robert Jason; sister, Sally Sutton; and grandson, Ryan Moye. He is survived by his wife, Sandra; Sons, Andrew Jason and Nicholas (Sharon) Jason; daughter, Molly Jason (Richard Moye); four grandchildren, Lila and Kade Jason, and Cooper and Brady Moye; and sister, Susan Loveley. He was a professor at Thomas M. Cooley Law School for over 40 years, and was a member of the American Academy of Arbitrators. He was a long-standing member of St. Gerard Catholic Church. He was a graduate of the University of Notre Dame and the University of Detroit Law School. He earned a Masters in Theological Studies from St. Johns Seminary.

Richard B. Scala ’59
Feb. 1, 2018. Richard received his Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees from University of Detroit and Master’s in Mathematics from Michigan State University. Richard taught mathematics at Cal Poly Tech, San Luis Obispo, CA. He also worked for Ashland Oil Company in Kentucky and was a system analyst at the Department of Transportation for the State of Michigan. Richard was a volunteer at the Meridian Historical Village and Capital Area Literacy Coalition. He was a member of the Knights of Columbus at St. Thomas Aquinas Parish and sang in the choir. Richard had a love for helping others. He also had a passion for music, singing and trains, especially steam engines. He enjoyed spending time with his pinochle card group, choir members, nieces and nephews and his brothers and sisters-in-law. Preceded in death by his parents and brothers, Eugene Jr. and Michael, Richard is survived by his wife, Gretchen Bria Scala and brother, James (Roz) Scala.

Renald A. Benczkowski ’60
November 17, 2016. Loving husband of Mary Jo for 43 years. Dear father of Todd (Kate) and Christopher (Allison) Benczkowski. Cherished grandfather of Maxwell, Cara, and Charlotte. Renald was a Vietnam Army Veteran.
P. Douglas Francis ’60
June 28, 2010. He is survived by his wife, Brenda; children, Kathreen Francis, Paul (Kelley) Francis Jr., John (Jenna) Francis, Meagan (Jon) Dodson and Lauren Francis; a stepson, Adam Buck; and 15 grandchildren, Mario, Erin, Cecily, Quin, Elisabette, Harrisen, Allesandra, Mahrilla, Jack, Ruby, Jacob, Isaac, William, Owen and Clara. He is also survived by siblings, Pat (Joe) Denniston, Bruce (Kay) Francis and Paula Hart. He was preceded in death by a son, Patrick, and by a brother, Kevin Francis. Paul served as a Green Beret in the United States Army in Vietnam and Cambodia from 1960 - 1964, followed by service with the National Security Agency. He also worked as a police officer in the City of Detroit in the late 1960s and early 1970s, after which time he worked primarily in the real estate and mortgage industries.

William R. Hogan ’62
February 23, 2018 at his home in Riverview, Florida. William is survived by his wife Laurie of 33 years, daughter Monica Roth, son Mark Hogan, stepson Michael Gallimore, son Steven Hogan, brother John Hogan, and many loving grandchildren and extended family. William was a loving father, husband, and grandfather. William was born July 1st, 1944 in Detroit, Michigan to William and Betty Hogan. After graduation from U of D High, he enlisted in the United States Navy where he served proudly for 4 years. Follow his service, he enjoyed a 40+ year career as a computer programmer for a number of companies including, most recently, Hewlett-Packard. He spent his final nine years enjoying a peaceful retirement. He was an avid car enthusiast which stemmed from his childhood growing up in the Motor City. William was an ice hockey fan and passed on his love of the sport to his children. He also enjoyed reading, and spending time with his children and grandchildren.

Charles MacDonald ’60
March 6, 2013. He spent his professional life as an Accounting Instructor at Macomb Community College in Michigan. He is survived by his dear friends Jeff and Karen Gettys.

William J. Viviano ’60
November 12, 2017 in Barrington, IL. Beloved husband of Joan (nee Glaser); dearest father of Tina (Roy) Guzzio, Lisa (Dan) Gorsage, Angela Cardello; proud grandfather of Rachel and Jenna Gorsage, Kyle and Abbey Guzzio, Lia, Ilaria and Massimo Cardello; dear brother to the late Grace Graver; proud uncle to many nieces and nephews. Bill held a number of positions at Cook Electric (Northern Telecom) including Group Controller, VP of Finance, VP of Marketing, and VP/General Manager before moving to AEC Sterling Corporation (AEC Inc) as VP/General Manager and finally as Corporate Vice President. In his retirement years, Bill worked at Countryside Golf Club in Mundelein and the Libertyville Sports Complex in Libertyville to stay close to one of his passions, golf.

Daniel J. Henry, Jr. ’60
Sunday, May 13, 2018 at the age of 76. Dan was a 1970 graduate from the University of Detroit Law School. He loved the law, books, his family, his cats, his Irish heritage and the Capuchin Monastery. One of his greatest joys was to spend the afternoon watching golf on TV, no matter the tournament! He especially loved being a grandfather to his 4 grandchildren! He took great pride in their accomplishments in school, on the slopes, in the pool, or on the court!

David M. Ostrowski ’66
September 25, 2016. He was a graduate of The University of Michigan, and Wayne State University School of Medicine. He completed his internship and residency in General Surgery, as well as his orthopedic residency at the University of Alabama at Birmingham. He completed his fellowship in Hand and Microsurgery at the University of Alabama at Birmingham. Dr. Ostrowski was a member of St. Francis Xavier Catholic Church. His lifelong love was fitness, travel and photography. Dr. Ostrowski was preceded in death by his parents and Susan Jayne Reese Ostrowski, the mother of his children. He is survived by his wife Cindy Ostrowski, daughters: Ashley Norred (Derek) and Amanda Maris Wimberly (Austin), grandchildren: Max, Ty, Galina and Ivan Wimberly, Blake and Avery Norred and his brother Ralph Ostrowski (Carol).
Michael K. Lee ‘78
Nov. 4, 2014. After U of D High, he graduated from Northwestern University and the University of Texas at Austin School of Law, where he earned his J.D. in 1985. Lee Lee After working at Hiller, Hoekenga & Amberg PC, Mr. Lee became a founding shareholder and vice president of Amberg, Firestone & Lee PC. He later opened a private practice, Lee and Associates PC, doing business under the name Law Offices of Lee & Correll. Mr. Lee was lead counsel in Clark v. Swartz Creek, the first case decided by the Michigan State Tenure Commission that forbade a school district from extending an involuntary leave without pay beyond a year. In 2012, Mr. Lee served as the chair of the Michigan Black Caucus and in 2013 was elected president of the Federal Bar Association Eastern District of Michigan Chapter. He also served as board chair of the Detroit Urban League and was on the board of trustees for the National Urban League. Mr. Lee also was involved with the Michigan Democratic Party, the Michigan Black Caucus, the Oakland County Bar Association, the NAACP, the D. Augustus Straker Bar Association, the Wolverine Bar Association, and the State Bar of Michigan. Mr. Lee was a Fellow of the Michigan State Bar Foundation and a Fellow of the American Bar Foundation. Michigan Lawyers Weekly named Mr. Lee to its “Leaders in the Law” Class of 2013. He is survived by his father and three sisters.

Walter E. Vashak ‘66
December 16, 2017. Walter was a resident of Michigan at the time of passing. Memorials may be made to the University of Detroit Jesuit High School, 8400 N. Cambridge Ave., Detroit, Michigan 48221.

Richard J. Palonka ‘68
March 28, 2015. Dear brother of Marian (Joe) Katich and the late Patricia Paul; proud uncle of Susan Hunt, David (Jackie) Katich, Joseph Katich, Kim (Peter) Howe, Jeffrey (Lena) Fuller, Kathy (David) Wasil and Steven (Sarah) Fuller; also survived by many great nieces and nephews; and beloved son of the late John and Mary. He will also be missed by his cat, Bubba. Rick loved anything to do with music. He was a self-taught musician, with a special emphasis on guitar, and a member of a band. He not only played several instruments, but he bought and sold numerous musical instruments and their accompaniments. Rick also enjoyed the outdoors, camping, backpacking, hiking and photography.

Charles K. Gehringer ‘71
Passed away suddenly on December 15, 2017. Charley was a professional pianist. Charley was warm, caring, sincere; a profoundly good and kind man. Last month, Charley and many of his classmates and spouses spent an evening laughing, reminiscing, and chatting about a wide range of topics. As always, Charley was optimistic, thoughtful and insightful, and funny. He will be greatly missed.

Paul F. Dreyer ’73
March 10, 2018, in California.
James R. Penrice ‘79
September 17, 2017 in Spring Lake, Michigan. Jim was born May 14, 1961 in Libertyville, Illinois to William and Nora (Devine) Penrice. On December 12, 1998 he married Gina Gullo in Spring Lake. Jim was a member of St. Mary’s Catholic Church in Spring Lake, where he worked as Director of Faith Formation. Family was very important to Jim and his priority was spending time with them. Faith was also very important to Jim; he published nine books on the Catholic faith and was also a contributing writer for Our Sunday Visitor, Catholic Online, Columbia, and Catholic Athletes for Christ. He is survived by his wife Gina; three children: Zachary, Elizabeth, and Nicholas; mother, Nora Penrice; siblings: Susan (Richard) Riedl, Daniel (Deb) Penrice ’71, Thomas (Agnes) Penrice ’72, John (Vicki) Penrice ’74, Stephen (Parwin) Penrice; father and mother-in-law, Thomas and Barbara Gullo; brothers and sisters-in-law: Lisa Gullo, Rhonda Michels, Molly (Richard) Smith, and Matthew (Viki) Gullo; many nieces, nephews, cousins and friends. Jim was preceded in death by his father, William Penrice; brother, Robert Penrice; and brother-in-law, Thomas Michels.

Mark E. Mathieu ‘82
October 10, 2017. Survived by siblings Jeanne Mathieu-Dendrinos (Carl), Renee Mathieu, Paul Mathieu (Kyong), Patricia Mathieu, Michelle Mathieu, Karl Mathieu (Rose Morand), Maureen Mathieu (Kevin Thompson) and Karen Mathieu Campbell. Also survived by numerous nieces and nephews. Pre-deceased by his mother, Geraldine O’Rourke Mathieu, father, Kenneth George Mathieu, and sister Mary Katherine Mathieu. Mark attended St. Michael Catholic School in Livonia before high school. Mark was a big fan of rock music, especially the Rolling Stones, and played guitar and keyboard in a band, The Flying Squirrels - or as Mark called them, “The Aerial Marsupials.” Many of Mark’s friends and former schoolmates will remember his fondness for spending time on the water, whether it be water skiing, canoeing, kayaking, fishing or simply enjoying a boating day on many of the Michigan lakes. Mark also loved cars, particularly Mustangs, and could often be found working on one in the garage, both when he lived at home with his family and after moving out on his own. He began his work life at Food Emporium, staying with the chain when it became Hiller’s and moving from stock boy to Store Director. He rotated through most of the stores using his flair for knowing how each store could be more efficient and productive. Once a store stabilized and improved, he moved to the next one.

Steven E. Walter ‘85
Steven Edward Walter of Plymouth, died May 6, 2018. He was 50 years old. Steve was born on July 29, 1967 in Detroit, to John and Virginia (nee Gerhard) Walter. Steve was the beloved husband of Lauren (nee Powel) Walter for 25 years. He is also survived by his 3 cherished daughters Jennifer, Natalie, and Claire, his loving mother Virginia Walter, and his dear siblings John Walter, Juli (Ed Billings) Walter, and Kevin (Diana Lyon) Walter. Steve was preceded in death by his father John Walter.
## 2017 AUCTION RECAP

### THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR SUPPORT!

### SCHOLARSHIP APPEAL (Cont.)
- Alyssa and Jon Husby
- Jane and Mario Iacobelli ‘56
- Barbara and David Ippel
- Judith and Patrick Jones
- Pamela and Garrett Kanehann
- Paul Kania ‘82
- Lesley and Tom Kellett ‘75
- Darlene and Paul Kolpasky
- Kim and Gene Kotlinski ‘68
- Margaret and Ed Kronk ‘64
- Sara and Pat Kruse ‘88
- Andrea Abram and Frank Kuplicki ‘82
- Yvonne and Tom Larabell ‘58
- Stacey and Jim Lareau
- Marty LaRouere ‘07
- Roger Lesinski ‘67
- Michelle and Mike Lopus ‘66
- Chris Comstock and Bob Lorenz ‘64
- Barbara and Joseph Lucas
- Teresa and Alex Lucido
- Karilyn and Andy Lytle
- Claudia and Dan Malone ‘71
- Justine and Gary Mann
- Kim and Dave Marquette
- Laurie and Matthew McAuliffe
- Kerrie and Scott Montgomery ‘87
- Christine Moore
- Terri and Chuck Moore
- Jessica Kesrwan and Michael Muldowney ‘11
- Susan and Dan Muldowney
- Sue and Mark Nagel ‘77
- Lisa and Pat Nolan
- Edie O’Byrne
- Janet and Tom O’Keefe ‘64
- Patti and Dan Padilla
- Crystal and Kirk Parker
- Nicole Meadows and Richard Pfaff
- Suzi and Mike Phibric
- Kimberly and Michael Porter ‘71
- James Quinn
- Susan and Steve Raymond
- Kathy and Tim Renaud II
- Susan and Christopher Roberts
- Ann and Tony Ross
- Jennifer and Mario Said
- Suzanne and Mike Schmidt ‘67
- Kolleen and Greg Schocke
- Lynn and Tony Schodowski
- Cheryl and Dave Sobocinski
- Sean Williams ’05

### SCHOLARSHIP APPEAL
- A. J. Desmond & Sons Funeral Home
- Hon. Megan Maher Brennan
- Karen and Matt Cullen
- Davis-Vandenberghe Insurance Agency
- Connie and Brian Demkowicz
- DePorre Veterinary Hospital
- DuMouchelles Art Galleries
- Elite Imaging Systems
- Gear for Sports - Allie Divirgilo
- Mark Herman, M.D. ‘86
- G. Michael Kabot, D.D.S., M.S.
- Kellett Construction Company
- Kramar Jewelry
- Marian High School
- Mercy High School
- Dorothy Pasikowski DDS PC
- Pine State Enterprises Inc.
- Piante & Moran, PLLC
- Betsy and Bill Reid ‘73
- Michael Schmidt ‘67
- Special Drill & Reamer Corp
- State Farm - Daryl Gilliam
- Steve Petix Formal Wear
- U of D Jesuit Alumni Mothers’ Club
- U of D Jesuit Dads’ Club
- U of D Jesuit Mothers’ Club
- Walled Lake Veterinary Hospital
- Wold Architects and Engineers

### DONORS – COMPANIES
- 8 Degrees Plato Beer Company
- A. J. Desmond & Sons Funeral Home
- AJ Loves YLEO
- American Spoon
- The Bead Gallery
- Black River Farm and Ranch
- Bloom Animal Hospital
- City of Detroit, Mayors Office
- Comcast Spotlight
- The Cookie Batch
- Cub Wheelmen
- Detroit City FC
- Detroit Institute of Arts
- Detroit Tigers
- Eddie V’s
- Edsel and Eleanor Ford House
- Enchanted Photography
- English Gardens
- Farmington Deli
- Fern Hill Golf Club

### DONORS – INDIVIDUALS
- Amy and Jim Adams
- Annie and Rick Calice
- Deborah and Robert Clark
- Leslie and Walt Czarnecki
- Melissa and Bud Denker
- Margaret Dimond
- Julie and John Gallant ‘86
- Michael Gallo
- Janet and Dennis Galvin ‘71
- Kouhalla (K) and Kevin Hammer ‘76
- Joanne and Jeff f ‘63
- Joannen ‘74
- Margaret and Ed Kronk ‘64
- Jennifer Yanover and Steve LaRiviere
- Chris Comstock and Bob Lorenz ‘64
- Mary Alice and T. Hart Mecke ‘76
- Christine Moore
- Kimberly and Michael Porter ‘71
- Colette and Chris Rizik
- Suzanne and Michael Schmidt ‘67
- Kathleen and Mark Schuchardt

### AUCTION PATRONS
- Mary Wagner
- Sheri and Emmett Windisch III
- Javi Adams ‘15
- Katie and Jim Adams
- Denise and Mark Adams
- Nancy and J.B. Audi
- Lisa and Paul Barthowaki
- Linda and Chuck Batcheller ‘83
- Tammy and Matt Batcheller
- Sara and Brian Bell
- Mary and Dave Benedetto
- Theresa and Scott Bennett ‘82
- Mark Blum ‘68
- Tania and Fernando Borrego
- Lee and Adam Bosek
- Gina and Jack Buchan
- Marge and Steve Burns
- Marybeth Dillon-Butler and Patrick Butler
- Nancy and Dave Carapelliott
- Pat Cardello
- Andrew Clark ‘07
- Liz and Eoin Comerford
- Eileen and Hank Cooney ‘69
- Anne and Joe Cornille ‘75
- Chris Cramer
- Diane and Michael Cuschieri
- Leslie and Walt Czarnecki
- Millie and John Dahmer
- Jodi and Robert Davis
- Kate and Kirk Denedbach
- Jan and Steve Deters
- Julie and Tim Dinan ‘83
- Tina and Bert Donovan
- Anjie and David Dorsey
- April and Patrick Drouillard
- Susie and Steve Englehart
- Jodi and Joe Fadool
- Darcy and David Fischer
- Ericka and Daniel Friedel
- Julie and John Gallant ‘86
- Janet and Dennis Galvin ‘71
- Jackie and Les Gouvia
- Judy and Chuck Gumbel ‘75
- Colleen and Matt Gumbel ‘91
- Gretchen and Andy Hayes
- Leah and Tugg Henderson
- Ciara and Chris Holinski ‘02
- Julie and Paul Holtgreive
- Petra and Derek Hurt

### AUCTION PATRONS (Cont.)
- Debra and Patrick Conroy
- Ascension Crittenton Hospital
- Janis and Tom Anderson ‘63
- Holy Name Church
- Dolenga & Dolenga, PLLC
- DePlacere Corporation
- Virgina and Walter Czarnecki ‘61
- Donella & Dolenga, PLLC
- Holy Name Church
- Jerlyn and Richard Sandifer
- Wolverine Packing Co

### PLATINUM SPONSORSHIP
- PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP
- Ann and Michael Compton
- Christina and Robert Hanania
- Elizabeth and Sharad Jain
- Eva and David VanEgmond

### GOLD SPONSORSHIP
- Luxe Event Linen
- SlipNOT Metal Safety Flooring
- Advanced Marketing Partners, Inc
- in Harmony
- Les Stanford Chevrolet
- McCarthy & Smith
- Plunkett Cooney
- US Bank
- Vytel Group

### SILVER SPONSORSHIP
- Chuck Batcheller Company
- Germano Management
- Pepsi Bottling
- Plastomer Corporation
- Janis and Tom Anderson ‘63
- Ascension Crittenton Hospital
- Joyce Blazeweski MD
- Debra and Patrick Conroy
- Raymond M. & Jane E.
- Cracichio Foundation
- Virginia and Walter Czarnecki ‘61
- Donella & Dolenga, PLLC
- Holy Name Church
- Jerlyn and Richard Sandifer
- Wolverine Packing Co

### BRONZE SPONSORSHIP
- Wolverine Packing Co
- Holy Name Church
- Dolenga & Dolenga, PLLC
- DePlacere Corporation
- Virgina and Walter Czarnecki ‘61
- Donella & Dolenga, PLLC
- Holy Name Church
- Jerlyn and Richard Sandifer
- Wolverine Packing Co

### 2017 AUCTION RECAP

### THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR SUPPORT!

### SCHOLARSHIP APPEAL (Cont.)
- Rachel and Scott Spiewak
- Michelle and Julius Spognardi
- Ted Timmis
- Gigi and Mike VanderWeele
- Kelly and Brandon VanHulle
- Maggie and Andy Vyletel
- Sheryl Weinan-Yee
- Stephanie and Jeff Wiegel
- Sean Williams ’05

### ADVERTISERS
- A. J. Desmond & Sons Funeral Home
- Hon. Megan Maher Brennan
- Karen and Matt Cullen
- Davis-Vandenberghe Insurance Agency
- Connie and Brian Demkowicz
- DePorre Veterinary Hospital
- DuMouchelles Art Galleries
- Elite Imaging Systems
- Gear for Sports - Allie Divirgilo
- Mark Herman, M.D. ‘86
- G. Michael Kabot, D.D.S., M.S.
- Kellett Construction Company
- Kramar Jewelry
- Marian High School
- Mercy High School
- Dorothy Pasikowski DDS PC
- Pine State Enterprises Inc.
- Piante & Moran, PLLC
- Betsy and Bill Reid ‘73
- Michael Schmidt ‘67
- Special Drill & Reamer Corp
- State Farm - Daryl Gilliam
- Steve Petix Formal Wear
- U of D Jesuit Alumni Mothers’ Club
- U of D Jesuit Dads’ Club
- U of D Jesuit Mothers’ Club
- Walled Lake Veterinary Hospital
- Wold Architects and Engineers

### DONORS – COMPANIES
- 8 Degrees Plato Beer Company
- A. J. Desmond & Sons Funeral Home
- AJ Loves YLEO
- American Spoon
- The Bead Gallery
- Black River Farm and Ranch
- Bloom Animal Hospital
- City of Detroit, Mayors Office
- Comcast Spotlight
- The Cookie Batch
- Cub Wheelmen
- Detroit City FC
- Detroit Institute of Arts
- Detroit Tigers
- Eddie V’s
- Edsel and Eleanor Ford House
- Enchanted Photography
- English Gardens
- Farmington Deli
- Fern Hill Golf Club
GATHR
Girlie Girl
Gold Cash Gold
Good Threads
Grand Circus
Grand Hotel
Greektown Casino
The Home Team
Hot Sams Clothier
Hudson Cafe
Ideal Video Transfer
Iitch Holdings
in Harmony
Jim Brady’s Detroit
Kabot Orthodontics
Kosch Catering
Kramar Jewelry
Kruse and Muer
Les Stanford Chevrolet
License Plate Designs
Lilly Pulitzer
Luciano’s
Mackinac Ferry Company
Mackinac Island Carriage Tours
Mackinac Wheels
Marian High School
Meininger Plastic Surgery
Melody Brown’s Tupperware
Men’s Warehouse
Mercy High School
Motor City Casino Hotel
The Parade Company
Pearlabella Jewelry
Pictured Rocks Boat Cruise
The Roxbury Group
Sea Glass Fine Art Photography
Shore Thing Market
Slows BBQ
SOE Development Inc.
Somerset Collection
Space Invaders
State of Copper
Sweet Potato Sensations
T and J Custom Cornhole
Tantra Spa
Taste Love Cupcakes
Tipping Point Theater
Todd’s Room
Tom James Clothing Company
True REST Detroit
Two Unique Catering
U of D Jesuit Alumni Mothers’ Club
U of D Jesuit Athletic Department
U of D Jesuit Business Office
U of D Jesuit Cub Corner
U of D Jesuit Dads’ Club
U of D Jesuit High School Theater Group
U of D Jesuit Inscape Literary Magazine
U of D Jesuit Mothers’ Club
U of D Jesuit Robotics Club
U of D Jesuit Student Affairs Office
U of D Jesuit Student Senate
U of D Jesuit Science Department
U of D Jesuit Theater Group
U of D Jesuit Varsity Football Team
U of D Jesuit Varsity Hockey Team
U of D Jesuit Varsity Soccer Team
University of Detroit Mercy,
Office of Admissions
Victorian Tea Parlor
Walled Lake Veterinary Hospital
Walt Disney World
Warehouse Pilates
The Westin Book Cadillac Detroit
WhistlePig, LLC
Wink Boutique
Wold Architects and Engineers
Z’s Villa

DONORS – INDIVIDUALS

Sandra and Vincent Abatemarco
Jennifer and John Abbo
Kim Arceci
Javi Adams ‘15
Kim and Jim Adams
Denise and Mark Adams
Lora and Mike Adams
Carol and Richard Adams
Karen and Robert Agacinski
Sara and Farookh Ahmed
Patty and Frank Alano
Christine and Anthony Alcantara
Karen and Elliott Anderson
Janis and Tom Anderson ‘63
Andreu Family
Carl Angott
Ann and John Arends
Argenta Family
Nancy Atienza
Nancy and J.B. Audi
Sue and Richard Audi
Tracey Audi
Nancy and Jack Auffenberg
Janet and Joseph Baccarani
Michelle and Brian Balasai
Kristen and Chris Balasai
Tom Ball ‘83
Liz and Davaughnu Banks
Dan Barber ‘74
Genny Barber
Alice and Derryl Barringer
Lisa and Paul Bartkowiak
Manya Basile
Colleen and Charlie Batcheller ’54
Linda and Chuck Batcheller ‘83
Connor Batcheller ’15
Tammy and Matt Batcheller
Lauren and Patrick Batcheller ‘98
Taylor Batcheller
Kathryn and Flash Baughman ‘90
Bridget and Mark Bealin
Scott Beard
Barb and Bob Beauchamp, Jr.
Robert Belknap MD, MPH ‘64
Bell Family
Mary and Dave Benedetto
Theresa and Scott Bennett ‘82
Holly and Rick Bennetts
Anita Sevier and Terry Berg
Annie and David Bergeman
Betye and Mike Bernard
Karen and Daniel Best
Kelly and Nick Bickes ’00
Kim and Bill Blackwell ’73

Joyce Blazejewski MD
Mark Blum ’68
Laura and Robert Boesiger
Lauri and Mark Bolach
Jim Bonahoom ’90
Tania and Fernando Borrego
Denise Rays and Paul Bortell III
Lee and Adam Bosek
April and Brian Boyle
Michael Brennan ’15
Megan and Vince Brennan ’81
MaryEllen Brennan and Ed Lennon
Melody Brown
Linda Bubenko
Mitzi Bucchi
Gina and Jack Buchan
Karen and Greg Buescher
Mary and Brian Burke
Susan and Randy Burns
Marge and Steve Burns
Matthew Burr ’16
Joanne and Dan Burton
Cheryl and John Burton
Marybeth Dillon-Butler and
Patrick Butler
Byrd Family
Julie and Peter Byrne ’76
John Cahalan ’04
Anne and Rick Calice
Julie and Paul Calligaro ’62
Campbell Family
Ann Marie Langan and
Bruce Campbell ’77
Nancy and Dave Carapellotti
Pat Cardello
Karen and Joe Caseno
Debbie and Ralph Castelli, Jr.
Cindy and John Casterline
Leslie Lambert and Chas Chandler
Jean and Mike Charboneau
Eryka Cheatham
Andrew Clark ’07
Deborah and Robert Clark
Dominic Coccitti-Smith ’04
Michelle and Jeffrey Collick
Liz and Eoin Comerford
Maureen Comerford
Lori and Joe Comment
Anne and Michael Compton
Debra and Pat Conroy
Eileen and Hank Cooney ’69
Bernadette and Stephen Cooper
Anne and Joe Corrillie ’75
Chris Crader
Jennifer and Harry Crane
Elizabeth Cromwell
Michael Crowley ’11
Carol and Jack Crusoe ’59
Karen and Matt Cullen
Megan and Andy Curoe
Diane and Michael Cuschiere
Tiffany and John Cusmano
Leslie and Walt Czarnecki
Mille and John Dahmer
Molly and Dick Daly
Rick Damian
Barb and Mike Daraskovich, Sr.

Liz Giffels and Dennis Darnoi
Alexander Davidson ’06
Kathryn Davidson
Barbara Rom and Ronald Davis ‘67
Jodi and Robert Davis
Jody and Joe Davlin
Kate and Kirk Degenbach
Kristin and Ted Degenhardt ’04
Caitlyn and James Delaney ’06
Lori and Jim Delaney ’80
Kevin Desmond ’04
Kara and Patrick Desmond ’06
Betty and Terry Desmond ’59
Jan and Steve Deters
Kristen and Brent DeVooght
Diana and David Di Rita
Margaret Dimond
Julie and Tim Dinan ’83
Debbie and Michael Dolenga
Lisa and Mike Dolson
Barbara Donahue
Anne Marie Donato
Mary Margaret and Lou Donato
Kevin Donley
Nancy and John Donnelly
Tina and Bert Donovan
Kathie and Mike Dorsch
Anjie and David Dorsey
Henry Drettman ’19
Katie and Kurt Drettmann
Gina and Sean Drewik
April and Patrick Drouillard
Donna and Larry Dufield ’73
Constance and Shawn Duffy
Eileen and Brendan Dunleavy
Eads Family
Egan Family
Rachel and Josh Eggert ’08
Heather and David Eisenbacher
Sam Elia ’04
Julie and John Ellis
Tracey and Spencer Ellis
Annette M. Elmholz
Susie and Steve Engleheart
Rose Marie and Jon Engman
Nancy and Joe Fabrizio ’62
Jodi and Joe Fadool
Thomas Fallon
Lynn and Tony Fanelli
Sara and Richard Fatyma ’05
Beth and Patrick Faughnan
Audrey Faust
Ferrari Family
Finger Family
Darcy and David Fischer
Jamie Fisher
Quinn Fisher ’15
Allison and John Fishwick
Darrin Flowers ’01
Claudia Foerg
Mary Ann and Carl Fontana
Lauretta and Thom Forester
Ericka and Daniel Friedel
Friends of U of D Jesuit
Sue and Charlie Fritz
Karina and Michael Froehlich
Pat Funke-Fatyma

† Deceased
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July and John Gallant ’86
Michael Gallo
Janet and Dennis Galvin ’71
Carina and Fred Gaynier
Leo J. Gibson ’94
Jane and Tom Gjigbers
Carole and Bill Gilmore ’62
Julie and Ben Giovannelli
Paula and Steve Giroux
Susan and John Glover
Ellen and Paul Gormley
Jackie and Lee Gouvia
Jane and Charles Greening
Angela and Jason Grogorec
Naomi and Raymond Gregory
Judy and Chuck Gumbel ’64
Colleen and Matt Gumbel ’91
Dorothy and Gus Gustafson
Susan and Mark Hamm
Kouhaila (Ki) and Kevin Hammer ’76
Margaret Mary Hammer
Tom Hammer
Mervit and Bashar Hannosh
Terri Hanpeter
Madeleine Harkins
Mary E. Walker-Harris and
Henry M. Harris
Monte Harvill
Hawkins Family
Delia Hayden
Gretchen and Andy Hayes
Chandra Haynes
Joan Headrick
Sandya and Scott Henderson
Gail Gibson and
Stephen Henderson ’88
Leah and Tagg Henderson
Mary and Chris Henige
Tom Herzog ’06
Maria and Ron Hewson
Cindy and Scott Hicks
Felicia Hinton
Maddie Hipple
Ciara and Chris Holinski ’02
Julie and Paul Holtgreive
Janet and David Houghtby, Jr.
Mindy and Pat Howe ’71
Kathy and Bill Huber
Stephen Huber ’13
Maureen and Don Huldin
Julie Humphries
Melissa and John Hurley ’81
Petra and Derek Hurt
Alyssa and Jon Husby
Jane and Mario Iacobelli ’56
Najwa and Mark Iannuzzi
Marinose and John Ilkka
Barbara and David Ippel
Elizabeth and Sharad Jain
Maria and Nick Jallos ’04
Cheryl and David Jansen ’73
Lori and John Jeanotte
Keith Jefferson
Ashaki Johnson
Martha and Peter Johnson
Judith and Patrick Jones
Rhonda Jones
Joanne and Jeff Jorissen † ’63
Christina and Mike Kabot
Pamela and Garrett Kanephann
Paul Kania ’82
Barbara and Bob Karle
Noreen and Terry Keating ’56
Lesley and Tom Kellett ’75
Amber and Brad Kimmel
Tina and Jeff Kirkman
Martha and Dave Kistler
Ban and Kal Kozy
Josephine and Fritz Klingler
Christine Kloostera
Michele and Mike Knoblauch
Kocean Family
Renée and Joe Kochane
Kim and Nick Kocsis
Gregg Koehn
Gary Kolasa ’64
Darlene and Paul Kolpasky
Kim and Gene Koltinski ’88
May and Rick Kouza
Maryjo and Stephen Kovach
Patti and Bob Koval
Ann and William Kozlowski
Carolyn Jennings and Dennis Kriak
Jeff Krause ’97
Margaret and Ed Kronk ’64
Sara and Pat Kruse ’88
Jennifer and Mark Kueber
Andrea and Frank Kuplicki ’82
Trish and Raffi Kuredjian
Lorrie Kusch
Diane and Brian LaBuda
Sue and Joe Lafata
Sheryl and David Laidlaw
Marie and Cliff Lampberg
Lampfier Family
Jenny LaPine
Bill Larabell ’74
Brad Larabell ’06
Charlie Larabell ’22
Caroline and David Larabell ’98
Janet and Ray Larabell ’72
Christine and Richard Larabell ’63 †
Scott Larabell ’12
Yvonne and Tom Larabell ’58
Stacey and Jim Lawrence
LaRiviere/Yanover Family
Barb and Tim LaRouere ’78
Marty LaRouere ’07
Dawn and David Leiser ’67
Lisa Stanczak and Skip Lemon
Renee and Tim Lenhard ’85
Loretta and George Lenko
Michelene and James Lepczyk
Kristyn and John Lesha
Roger John Lesinski ’67
Joan and Jim Lesinski
Carol and Dennis Lesnau
Lillian Li
Hatty and Eric Ligon
Gala Lirette
Elizabeth and John Logan ’88
Maggie and Manny Lopez
Mary and Brian Lopus
Michelle and Mike Lopus ’86
Chris Comstock and Bob Lorenz ’64
Barbara and Joseph Lucas
Beth and John Lucas ’00
Teresa and Alex Lucido
Mark Luedtke, S.J.
Lujan Family
Diane and Dave Lusk
Marie and Jim Lyon
Karlyn and Andy Lytle
Joe Mackey
Claudia and Dan Malone ’71
Justine and Gary Mann
David W. Mansky DPM PC
Nicole and Michael Marone
Marquette Family
Kimberly and Robert Martin
Stacy and Dan Martin
Laurelle and Matthew McAuliffe
Pat McCarthy
Mary Ann McCourt
Debra and Keller McGaffey
McGrai Family, Bill ’88
Julie McManus
Deborah and Michael McNamara
Judie and Judy McSorley
Mary Alice and T. Hart Mecke ’76
Judie and Mike Meining
Natalie Melnychuk
Jacki and Darrin Mertz
Carmen and Al Metzger
Pam and Dan Melchini
Deb and Mike Mikula
Patty and Chip Miller
Kathy Mills
Nayiri and Roy Misirliyan
Patricia and Michael Moceri
Saba and Anthony Mona
Jane and John Monich
Kerrin and Scott Montgomery ’87
Colleen and Chris Moore
Christine Moore
Tori and Chuck Moore
Carrie and Tim Moore
Carol and Luke Morin
Mandi and Mark Morgan
Bridget and Michael Morin
Pam and John Morrow
Shallene and Jeff Moyer
Susan and Dan Muldowney
Jessica Keswans and
Michael Muldowney ’11
Avery Sheetz and
Patrick Muldowney ’06
Ted Munz, S.J.
Molly and Tom Myers
Sue and Mark Nagel ’77
Kelly and Jim Nagle
Marian and Matthew Nelson
Nancy and Jeff Nemeth
Tara and Theo Nitis
Sheila and Helmut Nittman, Jr.
Lisa and Pat Nolan
Jeanne VanderHeide and
Brian Nottmeier
Christine and Christopher Nowak
Donna Nowell-Beretta
Sue and Tom O’Brien
Edie O’Byrne
Molly Bosco O’Connor and
Michael O’Connor
Jennifer O’Donnell
Janet and Tom O’Keefe ’66
Karen and Tom Ostin
Randi Pack
Patti and Dan Padilla
Nathalie and Jim Padilla
Elisa and Anthony Palizzi
David Pappas ’12
Crystal and Kirk Parker
Susan and Matthew Paroly
Tenley and Mark Pastula
Colleen and Kenny Pellegrino
Donna and Mic Perez-Cruet
Kim and Jim Peterson
Nicole Meadows and Richard Pfaff
Suzi and Mike Philbrick
Sandra K. Phillips
Pam Zarkowski and Dan Pierce ’73
Melinda and Don Pippel
Plooucha Family
Kimberly and Michael Porter ’71
Brian Poppe ’12
Lucyna and Thomas Pullis
James Quinn
Kisha and Michael Quinn
Lisa Canada and David Radtke
Dorothy and Jim Rainsweller
Justin Rashid ’70
Susan and Steve Raymond
Betsy and Bill Reid ’73
Wendy and Nick Reich
Kathy and Tim Renaud II
Tim Renaud III ’15
Grace and Tom Reuter
John Rhea ’83
Katie and Phil Richards
Sue and Kevin Riddle
Claudia and Steve Riedy
Rigg Family
Ring Family
Colette and Chris Rizik
Susan and Christopher Roberts
Diane and John Roelant
Dianne and Michael Romanelli
Teresa and Enio Romano
Rosler Family
Ann and Tony Rossi
Dennis Roussy ’50
Barb Rozman-Stokes and Sean Stokes
Joe Roznowski
Kim and Tim Ruokolainen
Karen and Carl Rust
Valerie and Anthony Said
Jennifer and Mario Said
Jerilyn and Richard Sander
Jay Sawmiller
Katie and Bob Scarchilli
Scheible Family, Eric ’89
Sue Ann and Douglas Schellig
Andrea and Ralph Schiller
Suzanne and Michael Schmidt ’67
Shirley and James Schneider
Kolleen and Greg Schocke
Lynn and Tony Schodowski

( † Deceased )
Kathleen and Mark Schuchardt
Catherine Gorski and Fred Schwartz
Tammy and Kevin Shannon
April and Mark Shows
Richard Siemion ’01
Linda and Dan Silvasi
Gloria Sirosky
Jim Slater
Kellie and Andrew Smith
Andrea and Andy Smith ’94
Simone and Darryl Smith
Mary and Joseph Smith
Kyongchae and Justin Smith
Phyllis and Lern Smith
Rob Smith
Sam Smith
Mary Vincent and Dan Smoke
Cheryl and Dave Sobocinski
Somer Family
Laurie Sorge
Rachel and Scott Spiewak
Michelle and Julius Spognardi
Tonja and Wayne Stapleton
Amy Stechow
Kim Koval and Greg Steini
D’Ann and Paul Steili
Patty and Jim Stephanoff
Barb and Sean Stokes
Tina and Rudy Stonisch ’98
Margie and Tom Suchyta ’79
Corrine Swain-Clark
Mike Sweeney ’56
Mary Ellen and David Szamborski ’67
John Talpos ’62
Angelia and Jay Tate
Alex Teselky
Ted Timmis
Anne and Bob Toal ’76
Merridy and Jason Toepfer
Marta and Andrey Tomkiw
Susan and Richard Tompor
Yvette Termaine
Jayne and Kevin Tuite
Danette Turco
Peter Ulrich
Ed Utter ’10
Anita and Jack Valente
Peggy and John Vandenbosche
Laura and Jonathan Vandenbosche ’98
VanderWeele Family
Kelly and Brandon VanHulle
Vecchio Family
Denise and Mark Vecellio
Tammy and Mike Velthoven
Iwona Villare
Lynda and Matt Vivian
Jake Vogel
Kelly and Christopher Vogelheim
Maggie and Andy Vyletel
Mary and Jim Wagner
Mary Nelson and Gerald Wahl
Burna Watts
Nannette Wails
Dusty Waido
Patty and Bill Ward ’73
Debbie and Charley Washington
Rachel and David Weaver
Kari and Michael Weber
Jennifer and Joe Wegryn
Beata and Rick Weiermiller
Sheryl Weinan-Yee
Anne and Marty Welch III
Diane and Paul Widlak ’70
Karen and Chris Wiegol
Stephanie and Jeff Wiegol
Karen and Bob Williams
Colin Williams
Colleen and Patrick Williams
Sean Williams ’05
Sue Williard
Susan and Bernie Willis
Lisa and David Wilson
Laureen and Michael Wilson
Sheri and Emmett Windschiss III
Leanne Wisniewski
Shannon and Jeffery Wolf
Deb and Tom Wolfe
Kristie and James Worrel ’74
Susan Young
Stephanie and Paul Zafarana
Stephanie Zafarana
Laura and Jack Zapytowski
Carol and Steve Zelinski
Stephanie and Adam Zielinski
Connie Zielinski
ADULT VOLUNTEERS
Denise Abdullah
Pauliette Abdullah
Jim Adams
Tanya and Luis Ali
Dayne Ampe
Esther Anyanwu
Nancy and Peter Argenta
Elizabeth and Brian Ashley
Nancy and Edwin Atienza
Patricia Atisha
Bridget Bealim
David Bergeman
Erik Beshke
Kelly and Nick Bickes ’00
Peter Bloye
Dawn Blum
Renee Boogren
Fernando Borrego
Amy Bostic
Cassandra Bradshaw
Melody Brown
Kelly Bruno
Greg Buescher
Christa and Derek Byrd
Jose Cayao
Jean Charboneau
Abby Cheatham
Eryka Cheatham
Suzi and Pete Civelek
Sheila Coger-Bonet
Deb Conroy
Shaunette Cross
Gena Culler-Green
Kirk Dedenbach
Lori Delaney
Labree Devoe
Kristen Devooght
Rebecca Diaso
Tina Donovan
Barbara Douglas
Gina Drewek
John Egan
Kari Elliott
Ishmael El’Shabazz ’13
Evangela Ervin
Eileen Fernandez
Karen Fitzpatrick
Sara Flowers
Lauretta Forest
Rhonda Friday
Chaudra Frierson-Haynes
Maria and Roderick Galanto
Anita Gary
Gilbert Gerado
Margot and Daryl Gilliam
Sue Glover
Tanya and McKinley Graddick, Jr.
Kimberly Graham
Fatrena and Petius Graham
Gina and Brad Gray
Sandy and Cliff Green
Joan Greig
Lamia and Samir Guumma
Pedro Guzman
John Haddad
Markita and Mario Hall
Mariatanna Hanna
Lisa and Jason Harrison
Philip Hawn
Charlene Hickman
Cindy and Scott Hicks
Felicia Hinton
Chris Holinski ’02
Denise and Shawn Hubbard
Sharon Hurtado
Lacharmin Jefferson
Rochelle Jefferson
Connie Black Jenkins
Anquenetta Jones
Sarah Kakaire
Adam Kalmbach
Ban Kizy
Cynthia Knall
Madleen and Nick Kobrossi
Sake Koceyan
Jane Konoya
Gene Kotinski ’68
Rickie Kremhelmer
Fred Krick
Jen Kueber
Dean Kuhnlein ’83
Kara LaPointe
Tina and John Larabell
Terry and Bob Lenhard ’54
Scharre Leslie
Agnes Lewis
Johnny Lewis
Kit and Paul Louisell ’67
Tonya Love
Stacy Lundberg
Annette Maddan
Barb and Gary Magallanes
Justine and Gary Mann
Eryda Marcon
Atoya Martin
Tamara Matthews
Rose and Gerard McDougall
Brian McEwen
Alexis and Don Means
John Mize
Colleen Moore
Megan and Matt Morman
Dionne Mundy-Smith
Kendall Murphy
Karen Ross and Srinivas Myneni
Dung Nguyen-Brown
Ayana Nichols
Donna Nowell-Beretta
William Olsen
Nicole and Mark Orosz
Angela Owens
Patti Padilla
Susanna Palac
Magda Pescenye
Debra Perrett
Melinda Pippel
Megan Koreman Piskie
Jennifer Prazbylo
Sherry Raies
LaDonna and Nathan Rikard
Dana and Jim Rimespach ’82
Carla Rivers
Lauren Rivers
Deborah and Charles Roarty
Crystal and Anthony Roberson
LaShawn Robinson
Andrea Rochelle
Denise and Jeff Rogers
Anne and Craig Sagan
Catherine Gorski and Fred Schwarz
Aiser Shammami
April and Mark Shows
Virginia Siewert
Carrie Smith
Simone and Darryl Smith
Kyongchae and Justin Smith
Kellie Smith
Cherine and Leigh Smith
Nicole and Tracy Smith
Elena and Shawn Smith-Moulen
Michelle Spognardi
Tonja and Wayne Stapleton
Cassie Steele
Tina Stinson
Katie Szewczoks
Tim Tanner
Angelia and Jay Tate
Mike Tenbusch ’87
Cathy Tomsich
Paula Smith and Rick Trehaner
Yvette Tremaine
Liz Twaddle
TammyVelthoven
Diane Vettorelo
Angela Vinarick
Sharon and Patrick Vostal
Crystal Walker
Rasheeda Askew and William Walker
Christina Webb
Frank Wendker
Kathy Widdis
Sue Willard
Anghele Wilson
Zaundra and Kerwin Wimberley
Wendi Winston
Melissa Witsil
Shannon Wolf
Paul Zafarano
Laura and Jack Zapytowski
Ziad Zia
Kelly Zimmer
(† Deceased)
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Remember When...

Cafeteria 1940
This space is now the Media Center/Library
Adventure Awaits!

SAVE THE DATE

University of Detroit Jesuit High School and Academy

47th Annual Scholarship Auction, Saturday, November 10, 2018